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Abstract. The main purpose of this study is to find out a good solution to the
vehicle routing problem considering heterogeneous vehicles.
This problem tries to solve the generation of paths and the assignment of buses
on these routes. The objective of this problem is to minimize the number of
vehicles required and to maximize the number of demands transported.
This paper considers a Memetic Algorithm for the vehicle routing problem with
heterogeneous fleet for any transport problem between many origins and many
destinations. A Memetic Algorithm always maintains a population of different
solutions to the problem, each of which operates as an agent. These agents
interact between themselves within a framework of competition and
cooperation.
Extensive computational tests on some instances taken from the literature reveal
the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.
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1 Introduction
A vehicle routing problem with heterogeneous fleet is one of the most important
problems in distribution and transportation. So, this generic problem and its practical
extensions are discussed in great detail in the literature [2].
This paper considers a Memetic Algorithm for a vehicle routing problem with
heterogeneous fleet for any transport problem between many origins and many
destinations. The objective of this problem is to minimize the number of vehicles
required and to maximize the number of demands transported.
A good example of this type of problem is the urban and interurban transport. In
this problem is considered the heterogeneous fleet and networks symmetric or
asymmetric. In the heterogeneous fleet, different types of vehicle with different
capacities may be considered, and, furthermore, only in symmetric networks, the
distance between two nodes is considered as the same in two directions.
More precisely, this problem can be defined as a problem of determining a set of
routes and the best assignment of the available vehicles over these routes. And,
besides, this problem must cover all passenger demand subject to the next constraints:
• Each vehicle performs just one route.
• For each route, the total number of passengers to be covered in each period of
time considered, should not exceed the maximum capacity of the transport vehicle, so

it is necessary to determine the frequency of vehicles to take this route in each time
period.
• The total transportation cost should be minimized.
• Tours with setbacks are not allowed on routes.
According to this, the planning of this problem is as it is shown in the next figure.

Fig 1. Planning of an Urban Public Transport

By other hand, in the theory of computational complexity, this type of problem
belongs to the class of NP-complete problems. Thus, it is assumed that there is no
efficient algorithm for solving it, and in the worst case the running time for an
algorithm for this problem depends exponentially on the number of stops, so that even
some instances with only dozens of stops cannot be solved exactly.
In artificial intelligence, evolutionary algorithms are a large set of stochastic
optimization
algorithms
inspired
by
biology
[1].
They are based on biological processes that allow populations of organisms adapt to
their environment. Also they can be considered for searching solutions.
Memetic Algorithms belong to the class of evolutionary algorithms that hybridize
local search within a classical Genetic Algorithm framework. They are an
optimization
paradigm
based
on
the systematic knowledge about the problem to be solved, and
the combination of ideas taken from different metaheuristics, both based on
population as based on local search. It is an Algorithm that can be viewed as a variant
of
Genetic
Algorithms.
Basically, they combine local search heuristics with crossover operators. For this
reason, some researchers have viewed them as Hybrid Genetic Algorithms [12].
However, combinations with constructive heuristics or exact methods may also
belong to this class of metaheuristics.
A Memetic Algorithm always maintains a population of different solutions to the
problem, each of which operates as an agent. These agents interact between
themselves within a framework of competition and cooperation. It is very similar to
what occurs in nature between individuals of the same species. Each generation
consists of updating the population of agents [3].

Otherwise, it is necessary to adapt the algorithm to the characteristics of the
problem to be solved [7]. Thus, it needs to use a guide function that quantifies how
good are the agents to can solve this problem.
In conclusion, the framework of this research is the development of and effective
metaheuristic for hard combinatorial optimization problems met in vehicle routing
[9].
Therefore, this paper tries to solve, concretely, the planning in the collective urban
public transport, and it is structured as follows: In Section 2 this paper analyzes the
Memetic Algorithm to be used to solve this problem. Section 3 describes the main
features and the mathematical model of this problem to be considered in its
resolution. And, Section 4 presents the construction of routes and the assignment of
the buses to them, both of them developed through a Memetic Algorithm. This paper
finalizes with the conclusions and evaluation of the strategy used.

2. Evolutionary Algorithm. Memetic Algorithm
The basis of this algorithm is a set or population of solutions on which some
operations are performed, such as selection of parents, crossover, reproduction,
selection of survivors or mutation, and each of the iterations in which this sequence is
performed, are called generation [4].
Both, the selection and the replacement processes, are purely competitive, and in
they only vary the distribution of the existing agents. The reproduction of agents is
usually done through two operators: recombination and mutation.
Thus, the main feature of this algorithm is the use of crossover or recombination
operator as the primary mechanism for search, and to build descendants of
chromosomes that have the same features as the chromosomes that are crossed.
Its usefulness is the assumption that different parts of the optimal solution can be
discovered independently and, then, they can be combined to form better solutions.
It ends when a certain number of generations without improvement are passed, or
when other predetermined criteria are met.
By other hand, the basic idea of this algorithm is to incorporate as much
knowledge to the problem domain as it is possible during the process of generating a
new population. In order to this, this knowledge can be incorporated in the selection
of the attributes of the parents to be transmitted to children, and in the selection of the
attributes
that
are
not
parents
to
be transmitted
to
children.
Although in a local search algorithm it was defined a neighbourhood for a single
individual, in a population of individuals the vicinity of that population can be
obtained through the composition of the individuals.
However, the objective is to build new solutions from the existing ones, and this
can be done by identifying and combining attributes of the current solutions.
Otherwise, this algorithm requires two things to be defined: A genetic
representation of the solution domain, and a fitness function to evaluate the solution
domain.
According to this, the framework of the proposed Memetic Algorithm used in this
work is the next [11]:

Fig 2. Framework of the Memetic Algorithm used

3. The Vehicle Routing Problem. Public Transport Routes
As mentioned above, this work is done to try to improve the urban public transport in
any mid-size city, and, for that, previously has to be analyzed the current situation in
that city, in order to obtain a detailed knowledge of its structure and function with
regard to the following points:
• The number of lines and characteristics of their stops.
• The frequency of each line.
• The estimated speed at which buses can go through the city.
• The planning schedules of the lines.
• The estimation of the passengers getting on and off at each stop and in each time
period considered within the timeframe set.
• The number of buses available. Different types of buses available and their
restrictions.
• Special passengers demand in specific stops and in specific periods of time.
• The network topography of the city in order to know the limitations provided by
the city streets as a cut street, a narrow street, a one-way street, etc.
Therefore, the identification of all these data (input data and decision variables) will
allow subsequently to formalize the problem to solve.
As discussed before, this problem is considered a complex problem of
combinatorial optimization, which belongs to the class of problems known as NPhard, those whose exact resolution requires specific models and algorithms with great
difficulty and much processing time to obtain the optimal solution. For this reason,

when a problem about routes is discussed, it is often addressed through the
formulation of models whose decisions can be obtained through algorithms to solve
instances of suitable size in an optimal way and in a reduced time.
By other hand, it should be noted that the evaluation of the solution implies
calculating the objective function of the model, and that, moreover, it implies to
choose a resolution method, in which there must be a commitment between efficiency
and quality of the solution obtained.
Thus, the mathematical model, that represents the problem studied, can be seen as
a single objective function (maximize the level of service, considering the number of
buses available as a restriction). In this case, it should be noted that the approach to
maximize the level of service is considered as minimizing travel time and waiting
time of passengers at stops. In the next table, the mathematical model, for the
geographical network of a city to be considered, is presented detailing the notation as
follows:
G = (A, N) where N = {1, 2,...,n} (set of nodes) and A = {a1, a2 ...,am} (set of arcs)
P ⊂ N, P = {i1, i2,..., ip} (set of stops) ∀ i, i’ ∈ P demii’ = Passenger demand from stop i to stop i’
RT = {RR1, RR2,… RRs, ...,RRntrc} set of Full Routes

σ(i, i’) = {Routes with this pair of stops in their path} Xs = Number of vehicles assigned to the route RRs
tpii’,s = Travel time from the stop i to the stop i’ in the Route RRs

λ(l) = {Routes covered by vehicles of the type l}

ntv = Number of different types of vehicles

freqs = number of times you can start the route s in that period of time
The Objective Function would be to Minimize Waiting Times and Travel Times, with the restrictions (3, 4) :
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Table 1. Mathematical Model for the Planning of a Urban Public Transport

4. Solving the problem using a Memetic Algorithm
This work has implemented the following general layout of a Memetic Algorithm:
Once the genetic representation and the fitness function are defined, the algorithm
proceeds to initialize a population of solutions randomly, then it is improved through
a repetitive application of mutation, crossover, inversion and selection operators
[5,6,10].

The evolution starts from a population of randomly generated individuals and
happens in generations. In each generation, the fitness of every individual in the
population is evaluated, multiple individuals are stochastically selected from the
current population (based on their fitness), and modified (recombined and possibly
randomly mutated) to form a new population. The new population is then used in the
next iteration of the algorithm. Thus, each generation consists on updating the
population of agents, using for it a new population obtained by recombination of the
characteristics of some selected agents [13]. The selection operation choose a
selection of the best agents in the current population, it requires the use of a function
for measuring the quality of each agent in the resolution of the problem. Then, the
competition between agents is through the selection and update operations.
This algorithm terminates when either a maximum number of generations has been
produced, or a satisfactory fitness level has been reached for the population. If the
algorithm has terminated due to a maximum number of generations, a satisfactory
solution may or may not have been reached.
By other hand, is very important to fix some features in the representation of the
objective functions, which are efficiently exploited by a memetic approach. The first
element to be determined is the representation of solutions to be used. It is important
to clarify here that the representation should not be built as merely coding, for which
the relevant considerations are related to memory consumption, complexity handling,
etc. On the contrary, the representation refers to the abstract formulation of the
solutions from the perspective of the algorithm. In this case, arrays of different
structures have been used, and in this problem it has been determined that the most
appropriate way to store the information have been by adjacency.
Besides, the fitness function is defined over the genetic representation and
measures the quality of the represented solution. Candidate solutions to the
optimization problem play the role of individuals in a population, and the fitness
function determines the environment within which the solutions are considered valid.
The computational evaluation was performed on little instances of about 60 stops.
Thus, considering the variables and restrictions listed before and for the following
network, as an example in Figure 3, the system would provide the next designs of
routes shown below in Table 2.

Fig 3. Topographical network considered as example. Stops, arcs and distances
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3,7

13

20 18 17
0 1
6

10 7 5 0
8 2 10 17

13
18

4,6,8
16
22

15
21

14
3 0

11 2 1
1 2 11

4

13

1
10

1
9

6
17

7
7

10 17 9
5 3 4

5
4 3
19 12

5 7 10 12 19
10 7 5 3 4

2
8

11 12 9
22 21 3

17 23 22
0 1 8

Table 2. A solution about generation of routes and their buses using a Memetic Algorithm

These feasible routes satisfy specific conditions based on the number of stops, total
distance, maximum time travel, passenger demand satisfied, etc.
To obtain this solution, it has been necessary to define in the algorithm the
following points, among others: Number of individuals to cross, how selecting the
parents, the type of selection, the type of combination, the type of crossing, the
number of children.
Moreover, in this problem, routes are going to be exchanged and the individuals
which are going to be crossed are solutions of the current population. And new
individuals called children are obtained by crossing. The value of the solution, it is
used to sort the solutions in the population to be the best solution which holds less
value. This value is based on the ratio between the demand and travel time of the
solution.

Conclusions and future lines
The computational experiments have been done on some of the instances available in
the TSPLIB.The results obtained have been contrasted with the results obtained with a
Genetic Algorithm for the same instances of the same problems, providing a better
solution with the Memetic Algorithm because it has covered a greater demand and has
reduced travel time on routes.
Moreover, this algorithm can be improved with different local search algorithms, to
improve the quality of solutions. These local search methods will make use of explicit
strategy parameters to guide the search, and will adapt these parameters with the purpose
of producing more effective solutions [8]. By other hand, also it is proposed, as future
lines, the application of a new evolution strategy based on clustering and local search
scheme for some kind of large-scale problems of this type [14], and the combined use of
two jobs whose results obtained have been effective [2,11].
In addition to this, it can be quite effective to combine this algorithm, Memetic
Algorithm, with other optimization techniques, such as simple Hill Climbing, Scatter
Search, that are quite efficient at finding absolute optimum in a limited region.

Furthermore, the traditional studies of this type of problem assume that travel
speed of the vehicle is constant, which is an approximation of the real-world
conditions in order to simplify the model of computing, but in the real-world this
assumption is not very reasonable, especially in urban city conditions. By this reason,
it is ssugested in a future work to consider the study on time-dependent vehicle
routing problems in regard to congestion during peak time in urban areas, accidents
like vehicle breakdown, severe weather factors and so on.
Finally, among the main difficulties of this work, to get the service previously
established, is the need to know the number of people using each line for each time
period. For these reasons, for a better treatment of this problem, it is suggested in a
future work the use of the Fuzzy Sets Theory, and the combination of a Memetic
Algorithm with others efficient algorithms such as mentioned above.
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